
2020 SECTION 3 DIVISION 1 DUAL MEET 

TOURNAMENT FINALS PREVIEW 
(Section 3 Match of the Week #7) 

 

 
 

(1) FULTON RED RAIDERS VS. (2) INDIAN RIVER WARRIORS 

 
 Just about every week during the regular season, I try and write up a 

Match of the Week Preview for the best dual meet taking place within Section 3 

during that given week. This week, something very special is going on: the 2020 

Section 3 Dual Meet Tournament. The Section 3 Duals is essentially to dual 

meets what Sectionals is to individual tournaments -- it’s where tournament 

that decides the automatic Section 3 representative at the State Tournament. 

 This year’s Section 3 Duals has already begun, as both the Division 1 and 

Division 2 sides of the tournament wrestled through the Semifinals on Tuesday, 

the 21st. The Finals are set to be wrestled this Thursday, the 23rd, at Cicero-

North Syracuse High School, and after Tuesday’s action, the Finals are now 

officially set. As a result of all of this, I have decided to make this week’s Section 

3 Match of the Week a preview for the Section 3 Dual Meet Tournament Finals. 

In this preview, I will be discussing the Division 1 Final: Fulton vs. Indian River. 

 Fulton, who has won all three Section 3 D-1 Dual Meet Championships 

since the Section 3 Duals split into two divisions back in 2017, enters this dual 

meet with an astounding 25-1 dual meet record. The Red Raiders are 3-0 in the 

SCAC Empire League, and they handled both 8-seed Oswego (77-9) and 5-seed 

JD-CBA (63-12) with relative ease in the Quarterfinals and Semifinals on Tuesday 

to make it to this dual. Indian River is currently undefeated with a 13-0 dual 

meet record, including a clean 6-0 record in the Frontier League. The Warriors 

survived an upset attempt from 7-seed Carthage in the Quarterfinals with a 44-

30 victory, and then they jumped out to a 33-0 lead against 3-seed Liverpool on 

their way to a 63-21 Semifinal win. 

 This dual between Fulton and Indian River is one that a lot of people have 

been hoping to see take place this season. Not only is Fulton the 1-seed and 

Indian River the 2-seed, but they also hold those same rankings in the latest 

cnywrestling.com rankings for Section 3 D-1 teams. On Thursday, we’ll finally 

get to see these two teams square off, and we’ll see who leaves the battle as the 

inarguable #1 team in Section 3 Division 1. 



 

Dual Details 

 

- 1-seed/#1 Fulton Red Raiders vs. 2-seed/#2 Indian River Warriors 

- Thursday, January 23th, 2020 

- 6:00 PM 

- 6002 State Route 31, Cicero, NY, 13039 

 

Lightweights (99, 106, 113, 120, 126) 

 

Fulton: Fulton has five wrestlers ranked in the Top 5 of their weight classes in 

Section 3 D-1 in just the five weight classes from 99 to 126. Three of those 

wrestlers are currently ranked #1 -- Frederick Pagan (99), Dominick Hofmann 

(106, defending Section 3 Champion), and Andru Walts (120). Nicholas Parrish 

(#5 at 120) and Walter Crofoot (#2 at 126) are also ranked. Dylan Waldron (113) is 

not ranked, but he did place at Sectionals last season, just like Hofmann and 

Walts. Parrish and Waldron have over 15 wins this season, while Pagan has over 

20, Crofoot and Walts have over 25, and Hofmann is right at the 30-win mark. 

 

Indian River: The Warriors are no slouches in the lightweights either. In fact, IR 

also has five ranked wrestlers from 99 to 126. Down at 99, Brady Lynch is 

currently ranked #3, as is Parker Ashley at 113, and Lucas VanTassel at 120. Alex 

Booth, a defending Section 3 Champion, is then ranked #2 at 120, while Logan 

Patterson, also a former Section 3 Champion, holds the #1 spot at 126. Just like 

Fulton with Waldron, Indian River has another wrestler in their lightweights 

who is not ranked, but did place at Sectionals last season in Ethen Garrison. IR 

also has two solid options at 106 in Kane Lynch and Caleb Welser. Welser, like 

Garrison, is just under 15 wins, while B. Lynch and Ashley have over 15, and 

Booth and Patterson have over 20. 

 

Middleweights (132, 138, 145, 152, 160) 

 

Fulton: The Red Raiders’s exceptional depth continues in the middleweights, as 

they have five more ranked wrestlers from 132 to 160, one for each weight class. 

Defending Section 3 Champions Cole French (#3 at 132), Samuel May (#2 at 138), 

and Camrin Galvin (#1 at 160, 3rd in NYS last season, place finisher at Eastern 

States this season) can be found in this part of the lineup, as can #4 Noah 

Horning (145), and #2 Cuinn Burlingham (152). Now, Burlingham did not wrestle 



on Tuesday, potentially because of an injury he seemed to suffer at the Eastern 

States Classic. However, Fulton has the depth to recover from that, as Aiden 

Scaringi (145), who has some solid wins this season, helped fill that hole on 

Tuesday. Michael Strong (160) also adds more depth here for Fulton, who has 

gotten over 15 wins from Horning and Burlingham, over 25 from May, and over 

30 from French and Galvin. 

 

Indian River: IR’s middleweights include a very solid 1-2 punch with #4 Gabe 

Lynch (152) and #2 Aiden Poe (160, defending Section 3 Champion) rounding 

things out. Before them, Kenneth Melton, who placed at Sectional last season, is 

at 138. Melton has over 15 wins on the year, and both Lynch and Poe are just 

under 25. Adding onto those three could be someone from Indian River’s 

excellent 126-pound pair of Logan Patterson and Ethen Garrison. Since IR has 

both Alex Booth and Lucas VanTassel at 120, one of those two could wrestle at 

126, which would bump either Garrison or Patterson up to the middleweight 

spot of 132. We saw IR use this strategy on Tuesday, and we could see them do 

something similar again on Thursday. I would say that it might not even be 

impossible that Garrison and Patterson end up at 132/138 and Melton is up to 

145, but I don’t know if Indian River is secure enough with their weigh-ins to do 

something like that. 

 

Heavyweights (170, 182, 195, 220, 285) 

 

Fulton: Kicking things off in the heavyweights for Fulton is current #1 Ian 

Bogardus (170), who placed at Sectionals last season and is nearing the 30-win 

mark this season. Bogardus joins Shane Goutermout (#4 at 195) and Matthew 

Woodworth (#2 at 220) as ranked Fulton heavyweights, although Cameron Lugo 

(182) also deserves a mention here considering he has over 20 wins on the year. 

Woodworth joins Bogardus is being just under the 30-win mark, and 

Woodworth comes right before Jonathon Bell (285), who is right at the .500 

mark, at the end of Fulton’s lineup. There is also the possibility that Camrin 

Galvin bumps up to 170 on Thursday, which would in turn probably bump up 

some other guys in this heavyweight group (though that’s just a possibility, not a 

certainty by any means). 

 

Indian River: Indian River has three more ranked wrestlers in their 

heavyweights, starting with #2 Jake Whitmore (182). The two other ranked 

wrestlers have been pleasant surprises for Indian River this season, as Davin 



Dewaine is currently #4 at 220, and Hayden Matice is #3 at 285, despite neither 

wrestler having any reported varsity matches before this season. Whitmore, 

Dewaine, and Matice all have 15 wins or more on the year. That trio provides a 

good base for Indian River in the heavyweights, though it’s worth mentioning 

that Indian River, while not thin, is at their thinnest from 170 to 285. 

 

Final Words 

 

Oh. My. Goodness. Would you look at this dual? Would you look at these 

two teams? Nearly 40 dual meet wins, over 20 ranked wrestlers, and seven 

former Section 3 Champions between these two teams. Better yet -- when you 

try to go weight-by-weight through this dual, it’s quite apparent that these 

squads match up in a very even way as well. Think about it: both Fulton and 

Indian River have crazy depth in their lightweights, both carry that strength into 

their middleweights, and then while I mentioned Indian River might be at their 

thinnest in their heavyweights, I would say the same about Fulton too! I would 

also say that both Fulton and Indian River still have good heavyweight lineups as 

well, it’s just that the bar was set so high by both team’s depth in the light- and 

middleweights. 

 So… who wins this dual? The contest will start at 106 pounds, so I could 

see a lot of close individual matches happening very quickly in this dual (the list 

of exciting matchups that could happen throughout this dual is too much to put 

in here right now). I think behind the quartet of Ashley, Booth, VanTassel, and 

Patterson, Indian River can find a way to have the lead after the first third of this 

dual. I think the Warriors might also find a way to hold onto the lead through 

the middleweights and the second third of this dual as well. The final third of 

this dual, which includes 182, 195, 220, 285, and 99, should be very interesting, 

and I could see the lead changing hands here multiple times. Pins and bonus 

points in general could really shake things up in this one, and they will be very 

important for both sides to earn throughout this dual. I really, really think that 

Indian River could pull off what many would see as an upset here by defeating 

Fulton and claiming the Section 3 D-1 Dual Meet Championship, but I just can’t 

quite get myself to bet against Fulton. 

 

Predicted Winner: Fulton Red Raiders (32-30) 

  



2020 SECTION 3 DIVISION 2 DUAL MEET 

TOURNAMENT FINALS PREVIEW 
(Section 3 Match of the Week #7) 

 

 
 

(1) CENTRAL VALLEY ACADEMY THUNDER VS. (3) GENERAL 

BROWN LIONS 

 
 Just about every week during the regular season, I try and write up a 

Match of the Week Preview for the best dual meet taking place within Section 3 

during that given week. This week, something very special is going on: the 2020 

Section 3 Dual Meet Tournament. The Section 3 Duals is essentially to dual 

meets what Sectionals is to individual tournaments -- it’s where tournament 

that decides the automatic Section 3 representative at the State Tournament. 

 This year’s Section 3 Duals has already begun, as both the Division 1 and 

Division 2 sides of the tournament wrestled through the Semifinals on Tuesday, 

the 21st. The Finals are set to be wrestled this Thursday, the 23rd, at Cicero-

North Syracuse High School, and after Tuesday’s action, the Finals are now 

officially set. As a result of all of this, I have decided to make this week’s Section 

3 Match of the Week a preview for the Section 3 Dual Meet Tournament Finals. 

In this preview, I will be discussing the Division 2 Final: Central Valley vs. 

General Brown. 

 Central Valley, the three-time defending Section 3 D-2 Dual Meet 

Champions, come into this dual meet with a record of 27-2, which includes a 5-0 

record in the Tri-Valley League. CVA made easy work of their Quarterfinal and 

Semifinal matches, as they topped 9-seed Homer 77-12 in the Quarters, and then 

routed 4-seed Mexico 62-24 in the Semis. General Brown walks into the Finals 

with a dual meet record of 12-2, and that includes a 5-2 mark in the Frontier 

League. General Brown didn’t have the margin of victory that CVA did in the 

Quarterfinals and Semifinals, but they did still wrestle quite impressive, as they 

knocked off 6-seed Canastota 48-29, and then they pulled off the technical upset 

of the 2-seed Mount Markham 51-30.  

While General Brown was the 3-seed in this tournament, they were 

ranked #2 in Section 3 D-2 in the last cnywrestling.com rankings. They were 

behind CVA, who was ranked #1, so this Finals dual meet should leave no doubt 



as to who the #1 Section 3 Division 2 team is. Let’s start taking a look at the 

matchup. 

 

Dual Details: 

 

- 1-seed/#1 Central Valley Academy Thunder vs. 3-seed/#2 General Brown 

Lions 

- Thursday, January 23th, 2020 

- 6:00 PM 

- 6002 State Route 31, Cicero, NY, 13039 

 

Lightweights (99, 106, 113, 120, 126) 

 

Central Valley: Last season’s Central Valley team, which made the Finals of the 

New York State Duals, had one of the most incredible lightweight lineups in 

recent memory. While this year’s squad might not have as strong of a group 

from 99 to 126, they are still very strong down low. Cooper Reed (99), Aden 

Mead (106), and Hunter Cacciatore (113) are all pretty new to a big-time varsity 

wrestling spot, but they all have over 25 wins this season at the moment (and 

Reed, a 7th grader, has already hit 30 wins). Those three lead into 120, where 

multi-time Section 3 Champion and multi-time All-State wrestler #1 Mason 

Bush is waiting behind his 40+ wins on the season. If that wasn’t enough, 2019 

All-State wrestler #5 Sixx Cook, who has over 20 wins this year, is at 126, but he 

is actually currently ranked behind #4 Kace Cook, who started late this year but 

already has over 15 wins in January alone. 

 

General Brown: General Brown is going to try and counter CVA’s strong 

lightweights with a decent group of their own from 99 to 126. Leading the way is 

#3 Jared Hoard, who is right near the 20-win mark and who was 3rd in Section 3 

last season. Hoard, a 113-pounder, is joined by Nathan Snow (120), who has 20 

wins this season, as well as Ryan McManaman (99), Cael Buckley (106), and John 

Chamberlain (120). Both McManaman and Buckley are in the double digits for 

wins this season and are above the .500 mark, while Chamberlain was a Class C 

Runner-Up last season. 

 

Middleweights (132, 138, 145, 152, 160) 

 



Central Valley: Some of CVA’s excellent 2018-19 lightweight group can be found 

here in the middleweights, as #1 Marek Bush and #3 Dawson Mower kick things 

off at 132 pounds. Bush, a multi-time Section 3 Champion, multi-time NYS 

Placer, and former NYS Champion, has over 40 wins this season, and he just 

placed at the Eastern States Classic. Mower was a wildcard for States last year 

and he made the blood round, and right now he has over 30 wins on the year. 

Keeping things rolling is a very tough trio from 145 to 160 in #1 Anderson 

Klosner (145), #1 Keagan Case (152), and #2 Michael Dihrberg (160). All three 

wrestlers have over 30 wins this year, and Case has actually eclipsed the 40-win 

mark (and he also placed at Eastern States alongside Bush). 

 

General Brown: A pair of #2-ranked wrestlers highlights GB’s middleweights. 

Those wrestlers are David O’Neil (132) and Chandler Moody (145) -- both of 

whom placed at Sectionals last season (O’Neil was 3rd, Moody was 5th). O’Neil is 

currently over 20 wins, while Moody has over 15 and should be over 20 in a short 

amount of time. Wrestlers like Chester Grazier (132) and Sheamus Devine (152) 

have been helping add to the Lions’s depth in this part of the lineup, as Grazier is 

at the .500 mark, and Devine (who is in the double digits for wins) is a little bit 

over. 

 

Heavyweights (170, 182, 195, 220, 285) 

 

Central Valley: A slightly stronger heavyweight lineup might have been what 

CVA needed to bring home a State Dual Meet Championship last season, and 

while they have no ranked wrestlers from 170 to 285, they do have two wrestlers 

in particular who have had a solid season thus far -- Andrew Bouck (195) and 

Mitchell Arndt (220). Like their teammates from 99 to 113, Bouck and Arndt are 

quite new to lots of varsity wrestling this season, but both have handled it well, 

as they both have over 20 wins and should be hitting the 25-win mark very soon. 

It’s worth noting that on Tuesday, CVA bumped Marek Bush up to 145, which in 

turn bumped Klosner, Case, and Dihrberg up a weight, which means that 

Dihrberg wrestled 170 -- a heavyweight spot we could see him at on Thursday as 

well. 

 

General Brown: As I’ve mentioned before when General Brown was involved in 

a Section 3 Match of the Week, the heavyweights is where the Lions are the 

thinnest. Their anchor up top is undoubtedly Nick Rogers, who is currently 

ranked #2 at 195, has over 20 wins this year, and placed at Sectionals a year ago. 



Apart from Rogers though, GB doesn’t have much going for them from 170 to 

285, and they usually have to forfeit at least two weight classes in this part of 

their lineup during dual meets. I will say that it was shocking to see a new face in 

the heavyweights for GB on Tuesday -- Chandler Moody! That’s right, the #2-

ranked 145-pounder was up at 170 on Tuesday. It’s not a guarantee by any means 

that General Brown will go to that measure again on Thursday, but it’s worth 

keeping an eye on. 

 

Final Words 

 

It’s the Finals of the Section 3 Duals -- you’ve got to be excited! Two 

programs that had tons of success throughout the 2010s are meeting in the first 

Section 3 D2 Duals Finals of the 2020s. That is pretty cool to see, especially when 

considering CVA and General Brown are ranked #1 and #2 in the 

cnywrestling.com rankings right now as well.  

 This dual will start at 106 pounds on Thursday, which means that GB will 

have guys like Hoard, Snow, and O’Neil probably wrestling within the first five 

matches. That could be good for the Lions, who need to score as many points as 

they can early on considering their thinness in the heavyweights, which is 

where this dual will end. There’s the potential for some exciting individual bouts 

throughout this one, and we should see over ten ranked Section 3 D-2 wrestlers 

hit the mat. I see GB keeping it decently close after the first five bouts or so, but 

then I see CVA slowly pulling away until they put this thing out of reach at the 

end of the heavyweights. 

 

Predicted Winner: Central Valley Academy Thunder (44-16) 


